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Summary
Constituents within the areas of  Mililani, Mokulē‘ia, Wheeler, Schofield, Kunia, and Waialua received a short
survey that gauged how community members felt about certain topics including the proposed minimum wage
increase, training educators on topics that are more LGBTQ inclusive, fully vaccinated individuals receiving
paid leave while in quarantine due to COVID-19 and other important matters.  A total of  233 responses were
received from the surveys mailed to households in House District 45.

In the following pages, there will be data that displays the range of  important topics for ten questions that
were asked in the survey. Following the data chart, there will be a pie chart that shows the percentage.

Note: The complete survey questionnaire is included in this document for reference.

Methodology
Data was collected from survey responses that were returned via mail as well as an online version of  the
survey posted on RepMatsumoto.com. Online, an effort was made to collect survey responses from District
45 constituents only by asking survey respondents if  they were District 45 constituents and asked them to
select the zip code that applied.

Survey respondents who attempted to complete the survey online but were not constituents were directed to
the Hawaii State Capitol website at https://www.capitol.hawaii.gov/ to use the search box in the upper
right-hand corner to find their legislators.

Note: The results reported can only be considered the opinions of  the survey participants. They cannot be
generalized to represent the entire client population as a whole.

https://www.capitol.hawaii.gov/


Demographics
The Survey was only sent to constituents within District 45, the areas are as follows:

● Mililani
● Mokulē'ia
● Wheeler
● Schofield
● Kunia
● Waialua

67.7% of  survey respondents were from 96789 (Mililani) and 25.8% were from 96791 (Waialua).



The Survey
1. Should minimum wage be increased to $18.00?

2. Should fully vaccinated individuals be given paid leave while they are required to stay home after COVID-19
exposure?

3. Should the Department of  Education require all educators to be trained on sexual health topics that are more inclusive
of  the LGTBQ communities and implement an LGTBQ+ sex education curriculum?

4. Should the legislature be given the ability to strike down extensions to the Governor's emergency orders?

5. Should advanced practice registered nurses and physician assistants be authorized to practice medical aid in dying?

6. Should counties offer monetary rewards to individuals who report their neighbor's illegal use of  fireworks?

7. Should the state increase the capital gains tax (profit from the sale of  property or investments)?

8. Should the intentional harassment of  an Educational Worker, teacher or administrator become a misdemeanor
resulting in up to a $2,000 fine or 1 year in jail?



Survey Results
Questions and Graphs are in order numerically and are noted as such. The topics and graphs are the
only data shown.

Question 1: Should minimum wage be increased to $18.00?

Question 2: Should fully vaccinated individuals be given paid leave while they are required to stay home after

COVID-19 exposure?



Question 3: Should the Department of  Education require all educators to be trained on sexual health topics
that are more inclusive of  the LGTBQ communities and implement an LGTBQ+ sex education curriculum?

Question 4: Should the legislature be given the ability to strike down extensions to the Governor's emergency

orders?

Question 5: Should advanced practice registered nurses and physician assistants be authorized to practice
medical aid in dying?



Question 6: Should counties offer monetary rewards to individuals who report their neighbor's illegal use of
fireworks?

Question 7: Should the state increase the capital gains tax (profit from the sale of  property or investments)?



Question 8: Should the intentional harassment of  anEducational Worker, teacher or administrator become a
misdemeanor resulting in up to a $2,000 fine or 1 year in jail?

?


